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Many of us know about Cold War between USA and Soviet Union (Russia) and now it is 
between USA and China in 2020. This is norm of all Super Powers to spy on each other and 
weaken others by all means. This happened in the past to weaken Muslims as well. In 2014 
Bilal Qutab on ARY mentioned about a Jewish leading Prayers for 18 years in DI Khan. During 
1965 war a RAW agent was caught who was leading prayers in a Masjid for 10 years as 
published in Jang newspaper. False Ulemaas were being trained in Britian and still are being 
trained in many non muslim countries. Roman Emire of old time secretly injected Hearsays 
while sitting inside Persian Empire (Non Arabs) to deviate us from Quraan. @GlobalRightPath
          

Sunni’s Issue-01: Allah who created human doesn’t know that they cannot offer more than 5 
times a day, BUT Prophet Musa (pbuh) who was not alive at the time of Isra and Miraaj know 
human better than Allah, Astaghfirullah, Astaghfirullah & Astaghfirullah again. Was it a 
fun/joke between Allah and Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)? Was Prophet Musa (pbuh) had 
more knowledge than Allah even in his Grave? What we want to teach Muslim Ummah with 
this type of misconceptions?                                                    Remember: Allah’s Words are FINAL
          

Shiaa’s Issue-01: On the issue of Garden of Fadak, why Ali (ra) which Shiaa claimed to be 
Problem Solver was totally failed to give rights to his wife Fatma (ra) even in his kingdom?
          

Surely those who divided their religion into parts and became sects, you have NO concern 
with them (They are NOT Muslim); their affair is only with Allah, then He will inform them of 
what they did, (Al_Quraan_006.159).                    Come to Islam Without Hadith (Quran Alone)  
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